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佛 山 市 柏 高 斯 贸 易 有 限 公 司
F O S H A N  P A R C O S  C O . , L T D . HIGH QUALITY PORCELAIN TILES

Attention:during printing,the colors may be slightly different from real ones,so please get right informations from real samples.

由于印刷关系，可能与实际的产品颜色有所差异，选购时请以实际样板标注的信息为准！



Over the years,Parcos ceramics consistently adhering to the “market-oriented” business purpose 
and give customers worldwide excellent products and services of the whole program.

With the continuous development of society and the continuous improvement of human living 
standards,the development of modern ceramic industry has also raised higher requirements.

In space environment,we constantly watching the future development trends and dynamic,and the 
specification of product development innovation,choose the most fashion designs,use different 
finished,make fashion colors to different countries.

Good products,satisfactory service to repay the vast number of consumers,we rational to 
believe:Parcostile will become your favorite and most intimate ceramic brands!
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600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 450X900mm 18"X36"
SuN LiGhTSuN LiGhT

SLT45902 SLT45906
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SLT45903SLT45904

SuN LiGhT

From natural stones,get the most beautiful ones,make our design,produce 5 colors,3 finished(matt,lappato &anti-slip),suitable to use to different places.
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SLT45901LP
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600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 450X900mm 18"X36"
COLmAR

COL60602M COL6004MCement is fashion design these years,besides traditional cold colors,we also make warm cement,in order to make shining point of Colmar.
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COL60603M COL6004 / COL60603R
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COL60605M COL60601M
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600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 450X900mm 18"X36"
GRuyERES

GRU45905
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GRU45902 GRU45903
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GRU45901GRU45904
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GRU45901 GRU6005
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SEA ShELL STONE
600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 450X900mm 18"X36"

SEA6002
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SEA6001 SEA6003
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SEA6005

SEA6004
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SEA6004SEA6005
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600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 600X1200mm 24"X48"
REVERSO

REV6001

Reverso should be stable design to use in commercial places and home places.We have high quality dry glazed on top surface,produce R10,R11 & lappato,5 different colours.
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REV6002REV6003
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REV6004REV6006
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600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 600X1200mm  24"X48"
LuxROC

 BST6001

LUX6005
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LUX6004

LUX6001 / LUX6002

LuxROC
Soft stone design,different sizes,3 finished(baby face,lappato & Anti-slip),can put on wall and floor.
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LUX6003 LUX6002

LuxROC
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LUX6001

LUX6003 / LUX6004 / LUX6005
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Alps Slate use roto printing technology to get very good colours,make R10,R11 & lappato finished,put Italy dry glazed on top of surface.

ALPS SLATE

ALP6004

600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 450X900mm 18"X36"
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ALP6001

ALP6002
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ALP6005 ALP6003
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BASALTiNA

BST6009 BST6006R

600X600mm 24"X24" / 300X600mm 12"X24" / 300X300mm 12"X12" / 600X1200mm  24"X48"
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BST6008BST6004

Basaltina sells very good to different countries because of its soft design and different finished(R10,R11 & lappato).

BASALTiNA
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BST6001BST6005
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installation instructions ( indoor）

5- Selecting the type of adhesive to use is fundamental. We must take into account the properties of 
the substrate to be tiled (surface of brick, wood, plaster, metal, etc.), as well as the characteristics of the 
chosen ceramic tiles (porous wall tiles, stoneware tiles or porcelain tiles).

7- Being as these are rectified tiles, they require careful handing, to avoid nipped edges, chipping or 
scratches on the surface of tiles. The Ceramic Tile Guide recommends that tiles not be installed with a 
joint width less than 1.5mm. Between pieces.

2- The substrate (wall or floor) to be tiled must be perfectly level, with no defects in planarity. We recommend that 
damp areas be waterproofed beforehand. A difference in thickness in the adhesive layer will produce different 
stresses on the ceramic tile surface which will result in projecting tile edges.

8- For the installation of rectified materials, it is recommended that cross-spacers of at least 1mm be used in rustic 
models the minimum joint recommended is 3cm.It is recommended that rectangular tiles, when arranged in a 
staggered layout, be installed at 3/4 - piece intervals.

4- During installation, there should be enough light to allow us to easily spot any sort of defect, especially the 
appearance of projecting tile edges. During this phase, work should be performed with more lighting than that which 
will illuminate the area once the work is finished. The use of spotlights will prove helpful in this regard.

3- The surface to be tiled must completely free of dust or any other substance that could 
negatively affect tile adhesion. This will promote better bonding strength of the adhesive on the 
substrate.

9- During installation stoppages, it should be kept in mind that the tiles already installed have contracted, 
and those which we are going to install will experience the same movement. Therefore, it is necessary to 
predict the possible movement, since if we continue tilling on the same level, the subsequent contraction 
may give rise to a slight difference in level.

6- The thin-bed installation method is recommended, with a flexible adhesive. For formats larger than 31,6x31,6 
( 1.000cm²) the buttering-floating technique is recommended, that consists of applying the adhesive on both the 
substrate and the back of the tile.

12- During the installation phase, before setting has fully taken place, we should continuously check 
already installed pieces, since there is still time to fix any faults. A rubber mallet can be used to tap down 
projecting tiles and a suction-cup can be used to pull up pieces that are sunken in excess.

16- Removing excess grouting material should be performed using a sponge dampened in water. This 
operation should be done in timely fashion, since if the grouting material is left in contact with the glazed 
surface of tiles for too long, it hinders cleaning especially in those models the surface of which has relief.

13- Before grouting, it should be made sure that installation joints (between tile and tile) are 
empty and free of bonding materials and traces of dirt and grime. Any intermediary substance 
may make installation joints less effective, in addition to hindering the adhesion of the grout.

17- It is absolutely necessary that already installed ceramic floor tiles be protected with the 
proper means so as to prevent possible damages until the building project is complete, due to 
the presence of abrasive materials and ongoing movement of tools. This will not only help to 
project tiles, but it will also make subsequent cleaning easier.

14- Joints should be grouted once tiles are firmly bonded to the substrate. In the special case of floor tiles, 
the manufacturer’s recommendations should be followed, so as to enable enough time to elapse before 
tiles are walked on or subjected to any loads.

15- The grouting material should be applied with a rubber trowel, and the use of metallic trowels 
should be avoided at all times, since they may damage the glazed surface of tiles. Grouts in a 
wide range of colors are available on the market, which make it possible to match the shade of 
any setting created.

18- The use of cleaning agents that contain hydrofluoric acid (HF) and solid detergents with particles that 
may abrade the tile surface should be avoided. Hydrofluoric acid would completely remove the glazed 
surface of tiles, thus causing irreparable damage.

11- If the substrate already has its own structural joints or dividing joints, these should the respected 
when ceramic tiles are installed. It must be remembered that maximum surface area to be covered with 
ceramic tiles without dividing joints is 50㎡ to 70㎡ for interiors and half that size for exteriors.

Ceramic floor tile 
Dividing joints

10- It is recommended that you consider the inclusion of perimeter joints, which will help to absorb any 
movements after installation. These joints must be left empty, or else filled with a compressible materials, 
the minimum recommended  width for those joints is 8mm.This joints is concealed with the skirting or with 
the tile itself.

1- Choosing the proper tools and implements (notched trowel, rubber mallet, suction-cups and 
cross-spacers for installing tiles, rubber trowel for grouting) is of the utmost importance.

Applicable places

gardens and public areas parking lots urban areas industrial areas

sidewalks and pedestrian areasseaside resortspool surrounding areasterraces

TEST REPORT
Item Properties Test Method Requirements Results Verdicts

Dimensions and 
surface quality

The deviation of the averange size for each tile
 (4 sides) from the work size

ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm
±0.6% -0.05%～-0.02% P

±2.0mm -0.3mm～-0.1mm P

Thickness

The thickness shall be specified by the manufacturer — Declared thickness 9.7mm —

  The deivation of the average thickness 
of each tile from the work size thickness

ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm
±5% -0.05%～﹢1.31% P

±0.5mm 0～﹢0.1mm P

Straightness of sides                         
 The maximum deviation from straightness 

related to the corresponding work sizes
ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm

±0.5% -0.02%～﹢0.03% P

±1.5mm -0.1mm～﹢0.2mm P

Rectangularity                                             
The maximum deviation from Rectangularity 

related to the corresponding work sizes
ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm

±0.5% -0.11%～﹢0.09% P

±2.0mm -0.6mm～﹢0.6mm P

Surfance flatness：
The maximum 

deviation 
from flatness

a) centre curvature,relate to diagonal calculated 
from the work size;

ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm
±0.5% ﹢0.06%～﹢0.08% P

±2.0mm ﹢0.5mm～﹢0.7mm P

b) edge curvature,related to the 
corresponding work sizes;

ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm
±0.5% ﹢0.05%～﹢0.09% P

±2.0mm ﹢0.3mm～﹢0.5mm P

c) warpage,related to diagonal calculated 
from the work size.

ISO 10545-2 N≥15cm
±0.5% -0.08%～-0.06% P

±2.0mm -0.7mm～-0.5mm P

Surface quality ISO 10545-2 A minimum of 95% of the tiles are to be free from visible defects 
which can impair the appearance of a major area of tiles 100% P

Physical 
properties

Water absorption Percent mass fraction ISO10545-3
E≤0.5% 0.29% P

Individual maximum 0.6% 0.22%～0.38% P

Breaking strength, in N ISO 10545-4 ≥1300 1889 P

Modulus of rupture, in N/mm2                                                                 
 Not applicable to tiles with breaking strength ≥3000N

ISO 10545-4
Minimum≥35 40.7 P

Individual minimum≥32 39.1～44.3 P

Impact resistance: Coefficient of restitution(COR) ISO 10545-5 Test method available 0.87 －

Abrasion resistance                             
 Resistance of surface abrasion of glazed tiles 

intended for use on floors
ISO 10545-7

Report abrasion class Class3 －

Report cycles passed 750 －

Thermal shock resistance ISO 10545-9 Test method available Fully resistance －

Thermal shock resistance ISO 10545-11 Requried Fully resistance P

Resistance 
to staining 

a)Green staining agent in light oil ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class3 Class 5 P

b)Red staining agent in light oil ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class3 Class 5 P

b)Red staining agent in light oil ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class3 Class 5 P

d)Olive oil ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class3 Class 5 P

Resistance 
to staining

Resistance to household chemicals and swimming pool salts

a)Household chemicals: Ammonium chloride,100g/L ISO 10545-13 Mininum GB GA(V) P

b) Swimming pool salts:Sodium hypochlorite solution,20mg/L ISO 10545-13 Mininum GB GA(V) P

PACKING: 1.1x1.1m   PALLET 1.2x0.8m   PALLET

Size
(cm)

Thickness
(mm)

pc/ctn sqm/ctn kg/ctn ctns/pallet sqm/pallet ctns/pallet sqm/pallet
30X30 10 11 0.99 22 54 53.46 - -
30X60 10 8 1.44 31.5 40 57.60 32 46.08
60X60 10 4 1.44 31.5 40 57.60 32 46.08
80X80 11 3 1.92 47 28 53.76 - -
45X90 11 3 1.215 29 32 38.88 - -

60X120 11 2 1.44 39 52 74.88 - -


